
FIFTH  AMENDMENT  TO  THE  TRIBAL-ST  ATE  COMP  ACT

FOR  CLASS  III  GAMING  BETWEEN

THE  SUQUAMISH  TRIBE  AND  THE  ST  ATE  OF  WASHINGTON

INTRODUCTION

The  SUQUAMISH  TRIBE  (hereafter  "Tribe")  and  the  STATE  OF WASHINGTON  (hereafter

"State")  entered  into  a Class  III  gaming  compact  (hereafter  "Compact")  on January  26, 1995,

pursuant  to the  Indian  Gaming  Regulatory  Act  of  1988  (hereafter  "IGRA").  At  the  request  of  the

Tribe,  the Tribe  and  State  entered  negotiations  for  further  amendments  to the Compact.  The

parties  have  reached  an agreement  on Compact  amendments  as set forth  in  this  document.  The

parties  believe  the  conduct  of  Class  III  gaming  under  the  terms  and  conditions  set forth  below

will,  from  a regulatory  perspective,  benefit  the  Tribe  and  the  State  and  protect  members  of  the

Tribe  and  citizens  of  the  State  consistent  with  the  objectives  of  IGRA.

COMPACT  AMENDMENT

1.  Compact  Section  II,  as previously  amended,  is amended  to  read  as follows:

II. "Gaming  Employee  Registration"  or "Registration"  means  the  process  conducted  by  the

State  Gaming  Agency  to determine,  from  the State's  perspective,  if  a person  is of  good

character,  honesty  and  integrity;  his  or  her  prior  activities  do not  pose  a threat  to the

public  or  to effective  regulation  of  this  Compact;  and  that  he/she  is likely  to conduct

Class  III  Gaming  activities  in accordance  with  this  Compact."

JJ. "Internal  Controls"  means  the  documents  that  describe  the  internal  operational  system  or

internal  procedures  of  the  Gaming  Operation  designed  to promote  efficiency,  safeguard

assets,  and  avoid  fraud  and  error.

2.  Amend  Sections  IV.C  as follows:

C. Gaming  Employees.  The  Tribal  Gaming  Agency  shall  license  Gaming  Employees  and

may  either  work  with  State  Gaming  Agency  to certify  those  employees  as outlined  in Cl.

below;  or  work  with  State  Gaming  Agency  to verify  Registration  as outlined  in C2.

below.  The  options  outlined  in sections  C.1 and  C.2  are mutually  exclusive  and  cannot  be

utilized  at the same  time.  Transfer  between  the  options  is allowed  as described  in Section

V.1.

1.  Gaming  Employee  Certification.  Every  Gaming  Employee  shall  be licensed  by  the

Tribal  Gaming  Agency  and  shall  be certified  by  the  State  prior  to commencement  of

employment,  and annually  thereafter.  The  Tribal  Gaming  Agency  may  immediately

issue  a license  if  the  prospective  employee  has a current  license  or certification  issued

by  the State  Gaming  Agency,  the  State  Gaming  Agency  certifies  that  the  prospective
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employee  is in good  standing,  and  the  employee  consents  to disclosure  of  records  to

the  Tribal  Gaming  Agency.

2.  Gaming  Employee  Registration.  In lieu  of  the  requirements  imposed  by Section

IV.C.1,  every  Gaming  Employee  shall  be licensed  by  the  Tribal  Gaming  Agency

prior  to commencement  of  employment  and  as outlined  in Tribal  Gaming  Code.

Every  Gaming  Employee  shall  be licensed  by  the Tribal  Gaming  Agency  prior  to the

commencement  of  employment  and  at least  every  three  (3)  years  thereafter.  Every

Gaming  Employee  must  be registered  with  the State  Gaming  Agency  and  shall  have

their  Gaming  Employee  Registration  verified  by  the State  Gaming  Agency  annually.

The  Tribal  Gaming  Agency  shall  provide  a list  of  licensed  and  temporarily  licensed

Gaming  Employees  to the  State  Gaming  Agency  during  the annual  comparison

review  in the  quarter  of  each  calendar  year  as determined  in  the  transition

Memorandum  of  Understanding.  The  Tribal  Gaming  Agency  shall  include  the

licensee's  complete  name,  aliases,  date  of  birth,  and identification  number  unique  to

the Gaming  Employee's  tribal  license  in its submission  to the  State  Gaming  Agency.

3.  Amend  Compact  Section  V  to  add  Section  V.1  to establish  procedures  for  transferring

between  certification  and  registration;  renumber  existing  section  V.A  through  V.O  as

Section  V.2.A  through  O;  and  add  a new  Section  V.3  for  Registration.

V.1.  Transitioning  from  Certification  to Gaming  Employee  Registration.

A. If  the  Tribal  Gaming  Agency  can demonstrate  Tribal  licensing  expertise

by  meeting  all  of  the  criteria  required  in Section  V.3  and  the State  Gaming

Agency  verifies  the  Tribal  Gaming  Agency  has met  the  criteria,  the  Tribal

Gaming  Agency  may  choose  to transition  from  Certification  to the

Registration  provisions  of  this  Compact.

a)  The  Tribe  must  operate  under  the Registration  provisions,  as provided

in Section  V.3,  for  at least  two  (2)  years  before  returning  to the

Certification  provisions,  as provided  in Section  IV.C.  If  the  Tribe

chooses  to return  to the  Certification  provisions  after  at least  two  (2)

years  under  the  Registration  provisions,  they  must  operate  under  the

Certification  provisions  for  at least  two  (2)  years  before  transferring

back  to Registration.

b)  The  Tribal  Gaming  Agency  must  demonstrate  and  verify  that  it meets

all  criteria  in Section  V.3,  set out  in the  transition  Memorandum  of

Agreement  and  every  3 years  thereafter.

c)  If  the  Tribe  determines  that  the  Tribal  Gaming  Agency  no longer

meets  the  requirements  set forth  in SectionV.3,  the  Tribe  will

immediately  notify  the State  Gaming  Agency  of  their  plan  to transition
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back  to a Certification  process  and  provide  the State  Gaming  Agency

30 days'  notice  to update  their  processes  and reprogram  their  systems.

d) If  the  State  Gaming  Agency  finds  the  Tribal  Gaming  Agency  no

longer  meets  the  requirements  in Section  V.3,  the State  Gaming

Agency  will  immediately  notify  the Tribe  and  request  a meeting  to

discuss  a transition  plan  back  to a Certification  process.  Any  dispute

between  the  State  Gaming  Agency  and  the  Tribe  will  be resolved  in

accordance  with  the  dispute  resolution  provisions  of  the  Section  X'II.

B. Submitting  Transition  Plan  to State  Gaming  Agency.

a)  The  Tribe  will  submit  the  proposed  transition  date  and  licensing  and

Registration  plan  to the State  Gaming  Agency  at least  ninety  (90)  days

prior  to transitioning.  The  ninety  (90)  day  period  will  provide  the

State  Gaming  Agency  time  to reprogram  their  systems,  properly  train

staff  in the  new  procedures,  and  allow  time  for  the State  Gaming

Agency  to verify  the  Tribal  Gaming  Agency  meets  the  Registration

criteria.

b)  When  transitioning  to Registration,  the  Tribe  must  also  provide

documentation  in their  transition  plan  of  how  it meets  the  criteria  in

Section  V.3.

c)  When  returning  to a previous  process,  the  Tribe  will  notify  the  State

Gaming  Agency  of  their  plan  to transition  to a previous  process  and

provide  the State  Gaming  Agency  30 days'  notice  to update  their

processes  and  reprogram  their  systems.

C. Transition  MOU.  A  Memorandum  of  Understanding  will  be agreed  upon

by  both  the  Tribe  and  State  Gaming  Agency  that  includes  at a minimum,

transition  date;  fees;  the  submittal  process  and  information  to be included

for  Registration  verifications;  annual  review;  that  Registration  information

must  be submitted  online;  and  include  the  Tribal  Gaming  Agency's

verification  that  it  meets  all  criteria  in Section  V.3.

V.3.  Gaming  Employee  Registration

Criteria

Gaming  Employee  Registration  requires  the  Tribal  Gaming  Agency  to

demonstrate  Tribal  licensing  expertise  without  substantial  or repeated,  material

discrepancies  in conducting  Gaming  Employee  background  investigations.  In

order  to qualify  for  Gaming  Employee  Registration,  the following  criteria  must  be

met:

The  Tribe  has operated  Class  III  Gaming  and  the  Tribal  Gaming  Agency  has

licensed  Gaming  Employees  for  at least  20 years;  and
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The  Tribal  Gaming  Agency  regulations  are regularly  reviewed  and  updated;  and

The  Tribal  Gaming  Agency  director  has demonstrated  active  involvement  with

licensing  denial,  suspension,  and  revocation  in accordance  with  the  Tribe's

Gaming  Code;  and

The  Tribal  Gaming  Commission  has demonstrated  a history  of  active  involvement

in the  licensing  process  and  license  appeal  hearings;  and

Tribal  Gaming  Agency  licensing  staff  are fully  versed  in the  Judicial  Information

System  (JIS)  including  the Superior  Court  Management  Information  System

(SCOMIS)  or equivalent  systems;  and

Tribal  Gaming  Agency  licensing  staff  reviews  all  Gaming  Employee  information

provided  in JIS,  FBI  records,  and  Lexis  Nexis  reports  or equivalent  systems.

The  Tribe  has demonstrated  it meets  all  of  the  criteria  above  and  documented  in

the  transition  Memorandum  of  Understanding

B.  Tribal  Gaming  Licenses.

a)  The  Tribal  Gaming  license  is valid  at the  Tribe's  Gaming  Facilities  only  and

is non-transferable.

b)  The  Tribal  Gaming  Agency,  pursuant  to  the  laws  of  the  Tribe,  may  summarily

suspend  any  Tribal  license  if  the  continued  licensing  of  a person  or entity

constitutes  an immediate  and  potentially  serious  threat  to the  public  health,

safety  or  welfare.

c)  Tribal  Gaming  Employees  shall  be licensed  by  the  Tribal  Gaming  Agency  in

accordance  with  the  Gaming  Code.

d)  If  Class  II and  Class  III  Gaming  activities  are combined  in a Gaming  area  in a

Gaming  Facility,  the  parties  agree  that  this  could  impact  the  regulatory

scheme  established  under  this  Compact.  In  such  event,  the Class  II Gaming

Employees  in such  area  shall  be registered  with  the  State  Gaming  Agency  as

if  they  were  Class  III  Gaming  Employees.

e)  The  Tribal  Gaming  Agency  shall  establish  the  fees  for  Tribal  gaming  licenses.

f)  In  order  to ensure  a qualified  work  force  is maintained  throughout  the  State  in

all  areas  of  Class  III  Gaming  as well  as in all other  types  of  gambling

authorized  in the  State,  the Tribal  Gaming  Agency  will  forward  to the  State

Gaming  Agency  a copy  of  the  final  disposition  of  any  administrative  action  or
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legal  proceeding  taken  by  the Tribal  Gaming  Agency  against  a Tribal  Gaming

licensee.

C.  Respective  Roles  for  Background  Investigations  for  Gaming  Employee  Licenses

and State  Registration-Tribal  Gaming  Agency.

a)  The  Tribal  Gaming  Agency  will  be responsible  for  the issuance  of  all  Gaming

Employee  licenses.

b) The  Tribal  Gaming  Agency  shall  be primarily  responsible  for  conducting

background  investigations  for  all  Applicants  for  Gaming  Employee  licenses.

Each  Applicant  for  a Gaming  Employee  license  shall  submit  the  completed

application  along  with  the  required  information  and  fees  to the  Tribal  Gaming

Agency.  Each  completed  application  shall  include  the  Applicant's  fingerprint

card(s),  current  photograph,  and  any  other  information  required  by  the  Tribal

Gaming  Agency.

c)  The  Gaming  Operation  shall  not  hire,  or continue  to employ  a Gaming

Employee,  and  shall  terminate  any  Gaming  Employee,  if  the  Tribal  Gaming

Agency  determines  that  the Applicant  or  Employee:

i.  Has  been  convicted  of  any  offense  related  to gambling,  or  any  felony

(excluding  juvenile  convictions)  relating  to fraud,  misrepresentation,

deception,  theft,  or  physical  harm  to an individual  within  the  past  ten

(10)  years;

ii.  Has  provided  materially  false  statements  or information  on his  or  her

application  or misstated  or otherwise  attempted  to mislead  the Tribe  or

the  State  with  respect  to any  material  fact  contained  in the  application;

iii.  Is a member  or  associate  of  organized  crime  or is of  notorious  or

unsavory  reputation;  or

iv.  Has  a reputation,  habits  or  associations  that  might  pose  a threat  to the

public  interest  or  to the  effective  regulation  and  control  of  Gaming,  or

create  or enhance  the  dangers  of  unsuitable,  unfair,  or  illegal  practices,

methods  and  activities  in  the  conduct  of  Gaming  or  the  carrying  on of

the  Tribal  and  financial  arrangements  incidental  thereto.

d)  It is intended  that  Applicants  and  Gaming  Employees  have  the  continuing

burden  to satisfy  all  doubts  as to their  fitness.  Where  doubt  remains,  an

Applicant  or  Gaming  Employee  is not  entitled  to be hired  or to remain

employed.

e) Nothing  herein  shall  be interpreted  to prevent  the  Tribal  Gaming  Agency  from

considering  juvenile  convictions  in a suitability  determination,  nor  shall  be
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interpreted  to excuse  the Applicant  of  its obligation  to disclose  juvenile

convictions  or arrests.

f)  Additionally,  the  Tribal  Gaming  Agency  shall  not  grant  an application  for  a

license  unless  it is satisfied  that  the  Applicant's  prior  activities,  criminal

record  (if  any),  reputation,  habits,  and  associations  do not  pose  a threat  to the

public  interest  of  the Tribe  or the State  or the effective  regulation  and  control

of  Gaming  pursuant  to this  Compact,  or  create  or enhance  the  dangers  of

unsuitable,  unfair  or illegal  practices,  methods,  and  activities  in the  conduct  of

Gaming  or the carrying  on of  the  Tribal  and  financial  arrangements  incidental

thereto.

g) When  the Tribal  Gaming  Agency  has completed  its investigation  of  the

Gaming  Employee  Applicant  and  has issued  a temporary  license,  it will  within

five  (5)  business  days:

Register  on-line  with  the  State  Gaming  Agency  a new  or renewing

Gaming  Employee  or  notify  the State  Gaming  Agency  of  a Change

of  Name  and  pay  the  respective  fees;  or

Mail  a new  or renewal  Gaming  Employee  Registration  or Change

of  Name  application  with  respective  fees;

The  Registration  will  include  the Tribal  Gaming  Agency's

investigative  report;  the  Applicant's  personal  information;

identification  number  unique  to the  Gaming  Employee's  tribal

license;  results  of  the  investigation;  a copy  of  a valid,  federal,

state,  or  tribal  government-issued  photo  identification  FBI

fingerprint  card;  JIS results  or its electronic  equivalent,  and  the

applicable  fees to the  State  Gaming  Agency.

b) The  Tribal  Gaming  Agency  will  use the State  Gaming  Agency's  on-line

process  to notify  the State  Gaming  Agency  when  a Gaming  Employee  is

no longer  licensed  by  the  Tribal  Gaming  Agency.

D.  Respective  Roles  for  Background  Investigations  for  Tribal  Gaming  Employee

Licenses  and  State  Registration-State  Gaming  Agency.

a) The  State  Gaming  Agency  will  conduct  a verification  of  Gaming

Employee  Registrations  that  are received  either  online  or by  paper

application.

b) The  State  Gaming  Agency  will  complete  the  verification  and  notify  the

Tribal  Gaming  Agency  if  the  results  indicate  the  person  may  be

unqualified  pursuant  to this  section  of  this  Compact.  If  the  State  Gaming

Agency  does  not  object,  the  Gaming  Employee  Registration  will  expire
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three  (3)  years  from  the date  of  the  Gaming  Employee  Registration,  or

upon  notification  of  a tribal  license  revocation,  or the  person  is no longer

licensed  by  the Tribal  Gaming  Agency,  whichever  occurs  earlier.

The  State  Gaming  Agency  retains  the  right  to conduct  an additional

verification  of  Gaming  Employee  Registration  of  any  Gaming  Employee

at any  time.  There  will  be no additional  cost  to the  Tribe.

d)  The  State  Gaming  Agency's  Gaming  Employee  Registration  is valid  at the

Tribe's  Gaming  Facilities  only  and  is non-transferable.

For  verification  of  Gaming  Employee  Registration,  the State  Gaming

Agency  may  consider  any  prior  criminal  conduct  or current  probationary

status  of  the  Applicant  or  holder  of  certification  and  the  provisions  of

RCW  9.95.240  and  of  Chapter  9.96A  RCW  shall  not  apply  to such  cases.

The  Gaming  Employee  Registration  will  also  include  information  as

authorized  under  RCW  9.46.210(4)  and  as defined  in RCW  10.97.030.

The  State  Gaming  Agency  may  find  a person  to be unqualified  under  the

provisions  of  RCW  9.46.075  and  rules  promulgated  thereunder.  The  State

Gaming  Agency  may  also  find  a person  to be unqualified  if  such  person

has engaged  in an activity  contrary  to the  public  interest,  including  but  not

limited  to the  following:

Who  because  of  prior  activities,  criminal  record,  if  any,  or

reputation,  habits  and  associations  poses  a threat  to the  effective

regulation  of  Gaming  or creates  or enhances  the  chances  of  unfair

or illegal  practices,  methods  and activities  being  used  in the

conduct  of  the Gaming  activities  permitted  pursuant  to this

Compact;

Has  violated,  failed  or  refused  to comply  with  the  provisions,

requirements,  conditions,  limitations  or duties  imposed  by any

provision  of  a Tribal-State  Compact;

Has  failed  to provide  any  information  reasonably  required  for

Gaming  Employee  Registration;

Has  failed  to reveal  any  fact  which  the  person  knows  or should

reasonably  know  is material  to Gaming  Employee  Registration;

V. Has  furnished  any  information  which  is untrue  or misleading  in

connection  with  receiving  Gaming  Employee  Registration;
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Has  had  a Gaming  license  suspended  for  a year  or longer,  revoked

or denied  during  the  twelve  (12)  months  prior  to the  date  of

Registration  with  the State  Gaming  Agency;  is currently  on

probation  imposed  by any  jurisdiction;  or  has demonstrated  a

willful  disregard  or failed  to comply  with  the requirements  of  any

Gaming  regulatory  authority  in any  jurisdiction,  including  offenses

that  could  subject  the  Individual  to suspension,  revocation  or

forfeiture  of  any  Gaming  license;  or

Has  demonstrated  a willful  disregard  or failed  to comply  with  the

requirements  of  any  Gaming  regulatory  authority  in any

jurisdiction,  including  offenses  that  could  subject  the  person  to

suspension,  revocation  or forfeiture  of  any  Gaming  license.

The  State  Gaming  Agency  will  work  with  the  Tribal  Gaming  Agency

when  determining  a person  may  be unqualified  for  Gaming  Employee

Registration.

If  a person  may  be unqualified  for  Gaming  Employee  Registration,  the

materials  compiled  by  the State  Gaming  Agency  will  be available  to the

Tribal  Gaming  Agency  at the  State  Gaming  Agency  office  upon  request,

subject  to any  constraints  imposed  by  the  State  Gaming  Agency's

accreditation  as a law  enforcement  agency,  requirements  under  RCW

10.97,  and status  as a member  of  law  enforcement  intelligence  sharing

organizations,  such  as the  Law  Enforcement  Intelligence  Unit  (LEIU),

Fusion  Centers,  INTERPOL,  and  similar  organizations.

State  Gaming  Agency  licensing  personnel  and  Tribal  Gaming  Agency

representatives  will  conduct  an annual  Gaming  Employee  comparison

review  in a specific  quarter  of  each  calendar  year  determined  in the  MOU.

This  review  will  ensure  that  State  Gaming  Agency  and  Tribal  Gaming

Agency  Gaming  Employee  Records  agree  to one  another.  Any

discrepancies  found  will  be resolved  by  the  Tribal  Gaming  Agency  and

notification  provided  to the  State  Gaming  Agency.  Unresolved

discrepancies  will  be resolved  in accordance  with  Section  XIII  of  this

Compact.  The  Tribal  Gaming  Agency  and  the  State  Gaming  Agency  will

update  their  respective  records  as needed.  The  State  Gaming  Agency  will

conduct  an annual  comparison  review  in a specific  quarter  of  each

calendar  year  determined  in the  Memorandum  of  Understanding  to include

random  sampling  of  Gaming  Employee  applications  to demonstrate  all  the

criteria  for  licensure  and  Gaming  Employee  Registration  as set forth  in

this  Compact  have  been  met.

Respective  Roles  for  Background  Investigations  for  Tribal  Gaming  Employee

Licenses  and  State  Registration-Tribal  Gaming  Agency  and  State  Gaming

Agency.
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A licensed  Gaming  Employee  seeking  renewal  of  their  Gaming  Employee

license  or re-registering  with  the  State  Gaming  Agency  shall  update

information  originally  submitted,  as requested,  on the  appropriate  renewal

forms,  but  shall  not  be required  to re-submit  historical  data  already

available  to the Tribal  Gaming  Agency  or State  Gaming  Agency.  A

Gaming  Employee  that  has applied  for  renewal  prior  to expiration  may

continue  to work  under  the  expired  Tribal  license  until  the  Tribal  Gaming

Agency  or State  Gaming  Agency  takes  action  on the  renewal  application.

For  persons  found  to be unqualified  at any  time  they  are registered  by  the

State  Gaming  Agency,  the  Tribal  Gaming  Agency  and  State  Gaming

Agency  will  work  together  to determine  if  the  person  should  work  for  the

Tribe5s  Gaming  Facilities  in a position  that  requires  a Gaming  Employee

License.  If  the Tribe  can  show  extenuating  circumstances  why  a person

who  does  not  meet  all  criteria  should  be further  considered,  the  Tribal

Gaming  Agency  may  waive,  through  a conditional  Gaming  Employee

License,  certain  criteria  if  the  waiver  does  not  pose  an appreciable  risk  to

the  public  or  the  lawful  operation  of  the Gaming  Facilities  or meet  the

criteria  under  V.3.C(c).

If,  after  working  with  the  Tribal  Gaming  Agency,  the State  Gaming

Agency  still  finds  the  person  unqualified,  the State  Gaming  Agency  will

provide  written  notice  to the  Tribe  itemizing  the objections.  The  Tribe,

however,  will  make  the  final  decision  whether  to issue  a license  or

continue  employment  of  the  person.  The  State  Gaming  Agency's  Gaming

Employee  Registration  of  the  person  will  be limited  to the  Tribe  only  and

the Tribe  will  continue  to register  the  person  with  the  State  Gaming

Agency  as long  as tlie  person  is employed  by  the Tribe  in a Class  III

Gaming  position.

F.  Fees  for  State  Gaming  Employee  Registration.

a)  Initial  and  renewal  fees  for  the  three-year  Gaming  Employee  Registration

will  be documented  in a Memorandum  of  Understanding.

Registration  and  renewal  fees  may  be adjusted  by mutual  agreement  three

years  from  the adoption  of  this  amended  Compact,  or  at any  time

thereafter.

The  Tribal  Gaming  Agency  will  reimburse  the State  Gaming  Agency  for

the  costs  to transition  to Registration.

d) The  Tribe  will  reimburse  the State  Gaming  Agency  for  the  time  it  takes

for  the  comparison  review  within  60 days  of  receiving  a bill.
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4.  Add  Compact  Section  XV.D.9  to read  as follows:

9.  If  the  Washington  State  Lottery  approves  a purchase  price  per  ticket  greater  than  that

provided  under  this  Compact,  the  Gaming  Operation  may  increase  its maximum

wagers  and  purchase  price  for  scratch  tickets  or On-Line  Lottery  Wagers  to match  the

Washington  State  Lottery  increase,  provided  that  the  State  and  Tribe  agree  to

incorporate  into  the  Compact  only  the  specific  provisions  and  restrictions  related  to

the purchase  price,  and  such  agreement  will  be documented  in a memorandum  of

incorporation.

5. Amend  Appendix  X2,  Section  13.4,  to add  13.4.6:

13.4.6  Alternative  Fee  Method  - Pilot.  If  the  State  Gaming  Agency  and  the  Tribe  desire

to define  and  pilot  an alternative  method  to determining  State  Gaming  Agency

Regulatory  Fees,  the Parties  may  agree,  whether  on a trial  or  permanent  basis,  to

such  method  as memorialized  in a Memorandum  of  Understanding.

6.  Add  Appendix  E - Limitations  On  Wagers,  Credit,  Facilities;  Problem  Gaming

Resources  And  Contributions;  Moratorium,  in  the  form  attached  to this  Amendment,

in its  entirety.

IN  WITNESS  WHEREOF,  the Suquamish  Tribe  and  the  State  of  Washington  have

executed  this  Fifth  Amendment  to the  Compact.

SUQUAMISH  TRIBE

BY:

LEONARD  FORSMAN

Chairman

F WAS GT  N

YIN

Governor

DATED:  g " ""/ DATED: a"+lbl:zo:it
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Introduction

This  Appendix  contains  the  concessions,  limitations,  and agreement  of  the  Tribe  and

State  with  respect  to the  subject  matter  addressed  herein.  Where  any  provisions  of  this

Appendix  are inconsistent  with  another  provision  of  the Compact  and  Appendices,  the

provisions  of  this  Appendix  shall  govern  unless  and  until  they  are subsequently  amended

pursuant  to the  processes  set forth  in the  Compact.

All  terms  not  defined  herein  shall  have  the same  definitions  as in the  Tribe's  Compact

and  its amendments  and  appendices.

High  Limit  Room

2.1  "High  Limit  Room"  means  a clearly  identified  area  of  the Gaming  Facility

separated  by a permanent,  physical  barrier  or  a separate  room  in the  Gaming

Facility.  "Permanent,  physical  barrier"  includes  a partial  wall,  fence,  or  similar

separation.  Stanchions  or similar  movable  barriers  are not  considered  a

permanent,  physical  barrier.

2.2  The  Gaming  Operation  may  offer  Gaming  Station  wager  limits  in the High  Limit

Room  up to five  thousand  dollars  ($5000).

2.3 Access  to the Gaming  Stations  in the  High  Limit  Room  will  be subject  to pre-

screening  qualifications  and  screening  process  set forth  in a Memorandum  of

Understanding  agreed  upon  by  the  State  Gaming  Agency  and  the  Tribe,  as may  be

amended  from  time  to time.

2.4  No  customers  may  participate  in Gaming  at Gaming  Stations  in the  High  Limit

Room  if  they  are known  to the  Gaming  Operation  to have  a history  of  problem

gambling  or currently  barred  for  self-exclusion,  or known  by  the  Gaming

Operation  as demonstrating  significant  characteristics  associated  with  problem

gambling.

2.5  The  Gaming  Operation  must  follow  the  requirements  of  Title  31 U.S.C.

High  Limit  Pits

3.1  "High  Limit  Pit"  means  a designated  Pit  in the Gaming  Facility  with  Gaming

Station  wager  limits  higher  than  five  hundred  dollars  ($500), subject  to the

requirements  and  limitations  of  this  Appendix.

3.2  The  Gaming  Operation  will  demarcate  the  High  Limit  Pit  areas  by  including

visible  signage  to indicate  that  patrons  are entering  a high  wager  area,  and  with

visible  signage  on each  table  to indicate  the  minimum  and  maximum  wagers  for

tables  in that  pit.

3.3  The  Gaming  Operation  may  offer  Gaming  Station  wager  limits  not  to exceed  one

thousand  dollars  ($1,000)  in the  Gaming  Facility's  High  Limit  Pits.
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3.4  No  customers  may  participate  in Gaming  in a High  Limit  Pit  if  they  are identified

by Gaming  Operation  personnel  to have  a history  of  problem  gambling,  or

currently  barred  for  self-exclusion,  or  identified  by Gaming  Operation  personnel

as demonstrating  significant  characteristics  associated  with  problem  gambling.

3.5  The  Gaming  Operation  must  follow  the  requirements  of  Title  31 'u.s.c.

Extension  of  Credit

4.1  Notwithstanding  Section  III.G  of  the Compact,  the  Gaming  Operation  may  extend

credit  to patrons  who  seek  an extension  of  credit  and  who  meet  the  criteria  set

forth  in credit  procedures  developed  by  the  Gaming  Operation.  At  a minimum,  the

credit  procedures  criteria  must  specify:

4.1.1  All  patrons  requesting  credit  are required  to submit  a complete  tribal  credit

application  and  be provided  problem  gambling  information;

4.1.2  The  minimum  and  maximum  amount  any  patron  can request;

4.1.3  The  process  for  review  and  verification  of  the  credit  application,  which

review  process  shall  include,  at a minimum,  proof  of  identity,  obtaining  a

credit  report,  gaming  report  unless  this  is the  first  casino  credit  for  the

patron  (from  Central  Credit  Inc.  or similar  provider  that  provides

information  on the  patron's  prior  casino  credit),  and  bank  verification  of

accounts;

4.1.4  When  a patron's  credit  application  will  be reviewed  after  initial

application  and  preapproval;

4.1.5  PatronswillnotbeextendedcreditifknowntotheGamingOperationto

have  a history  of  problem  gambling,  if  actively  barred  for  self-exclusion,

or if  the Gaming  Operation's  review  of  a credit  report  indicates  the  patron

is proposing  to make  wagers  beyond  his  or  her  means;

4.1.6  How  each  patron's  credit  application  information  is kept  confidential  and

secure  from  unauthorized  access,  including  who  is authorized  to access  the

credit  application  information;

4.1.7  Information  about  patrons  requesting  credit  are not  shared  or used  for

marketing  or  promotional  purposes  with  entities  outside  the  Gaming

Operation;

4.1.8  How  the  preapproval  amount  is determined  to be consistent  with  their

credit  report  the  preapproval  amount  is documented,  and  the  patron  is

notified;

4.1.9  The  preapproval  is granted  by an employee  that  is independent  of  the

patron;  and
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4.1.10  The  repayment  and  debt  collection  requirements  and  notification  includes:

(a)  Repayment  timeframes  not  to exceed  ninety  (90)  days  from  the  day

of  extension  of  credit.

(b)  Any  late  payment  fees,  penalties,  interest  charges,  or similar  fees

or  charges,  settlement  process  and  reports,  and  prohibition  of

further  credit  extension  with  an unpaid  balance.

(c)  Following  applicable  federal  debt  collection  laws.

4.2  The  Tribal  Gaming  Agency  shall  forward  to the  State  Gaming  Agency  a copy  of

approved  credit  procedures,  and  any  changes  to the  credit  procedures  for  review

and  concurrence  prior  to implementation  per  Section  XI.A  of  the  Compact.

Wagering  Limits  -  Player  Terminals.

5.1  Section  3.2.1(b)  of  Appendix  X2  is amended  as to read  as follows:

(b)  All  Scratch  Tickets  in  a particular  Game  Set  shall  be of  the  same  purchase

pricc,  which  shall  not  cxcccd  $5.00,  with  thc  cxccption  that  up to 15 pcrccnt  of

thc  Playcr  Tcrminals  in  opcration  may  havc  purchasc  priccs  of  up to $20.00  pcr

'  The  purchase  price  for  a single  ticket  may  not  exceed  $30.00,  provided

that  tickets  with  a purchase  price  over  $20.00  must  have  a minimum  wager  of  no

less  than  $5.00  and  the  minimum  and  maximum  wagers  must  be visibly  displayed

on  such  machines.  A  single  Ticket  may  offer  an opportunity  to enter  another

Game  Set;

5.2  Section  4.1.4  of  Appendix  X2  is amended  as to read  as follows:

4.1.4  EachOn-lineLotteryGamemayoffermorethanonemethodofwinninga

prize,  and  each  method  may  be represented  by  a separate  wager,  but  each  wager

may  not  exceed   $30.00.  Wagers  are deducted  from  the  Game  Play  Credits

displayed  on  the  Player  Terminal.

5.3  Section7.l.lO(b)ofAppendixX2

wagers  between  $5.01  and  $20."  is

"The  percentage  of  Player  Terminals  offering

stricken.

Facility  Limits  -  Gaming  Stations  and  Player  Terminals.

6.1  SectionIII.IoftheCompactisreplacedinitsentiretyasfollows:

I.  Number  of  Gaming  Stations.  The  maximum  number  of  Class  III  Gaming

Stations  within  the  Gaming  Facilitiescombined  shall  not  exceed  a total  of  one

hundred  twenty-five  (125)  Gaming  Stations.

(1)  At  the  option  of  the  Tribe,  one  (1)  additional  Gaming  Station  ("the

nonprofit  station")  for  every  twenty-five  (25)  Gaming  Stations  in

The  Suquamish  Tribe
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operation  may  be allowed  in a Gaming  Facility.  The  proceeds  from  all

nonprofit  stations  shall  be dedicated  to support  nonprofit  and  charitable

organizations  and  their  activities  located  within  Kitsap  County  or  the State

of  Washington.  For  purposes  of  determining  "proceeds"  from  a nonprofit

station  only,  proceeds  shall  mean  the  pro  rata  net  profit  of  the nonprofit

station.  The  Gaming  Code  shall  require  regulations  to be adopted

concerning  the  types  of  bona  fide  nonprofit  and charitable  organizations  or

types  of  projects  of  such  organizations  that  shall  be supported  by a

nonprofit  station.

(2) The  Tribe  is required  to obtain  transfers  of  a Class  III  Gaming  Station

authorization  from  another  tribe  which  has entered  into  a compact  with  the

State  for  the use of  Class  III  Gaming  Stations,  as defined  in this  Compact

for  any  Class  III  Gaming  Stations,  except  for  nonprofit  stations,  beyond

sixty  (60)  in total  for  all  gaming  facilities.  The  transfer  of  Class  III

Gaming  Station  authorization  from  another  tribe  shall  be effectuated

through  the  use of  a "Class  III  Gaming  Station  Transfer  Agreement"

substantially  in the  form  appended  hereto  as Appendix  D of  this  Compact.

(3) The  exact  mix  of  high  wager  Gaming  Stations  in the  Gaming  Operation

shall  be left  to the  Tribe's  discretion;  however,  no more  than  25%  of  the

Gaming  Stations  in  operation  in a Gaming  Facility  may  offer  wagers

between  $500 and $1,000.00 in the  High  Limit  Pit(s),  and  the  total  number

of  Gaming  Stations  within  the  High  Limit  Room  and  in the  High  Limit

Pit(s)  combined  will  not  exceed  thirty-one  (31)  Gaming  Stations.

6.2  Section  12.2.1  of  Appendix  X2  is amended  to read  as follows:

Subject  to Section  12.4  below,  the  Tribe  may  operate  no more  than  ';  3000

Player  Terminals  per  facility  ("Facility  Limit"),  and  no more  than  a combined

Player  Terminal  total  ("Total  Operating  Ceiling")  of  3,000  Player  Terminals  inits

Gaming  Facilities.  It  is also  agreed  that  upon  the  effective  date  of  this  Appendix,

the  Total  Operating  Ceiling  for  the  Muckleshoot  Tribe,  Tulalip  Tribes,  and

Puyallup  Tribe  shall  be 3,500  for  each  of  those  three  tribes  until  the  third

anniversary  of  the  effective  date of  this  Appendix,  at which  time  it shall  increase

to 4,000  for  each  of  those  same  three  tribes.  It  is further  agreed  that  the  Tribe

shall  not  be entitled  as a matter  of  right  to an increase  in its Total  Operating

Ceiling  based  on the  fact  that  the  Muckleshoot  Tribe,  the  Tulalip  Tribes,  and  the

Puyallup  Tribe  are entitled  under  this  Appendix  to operate  up to the separate,

higher  Total  Operating  Ceiling(s)  established  specifically  for  them  in this

Appendix.

Contributions.

In  order  to provide  for  impacts  to local  community  services  that  may  arise  as a result  of

the  Gaming  authorized  under  the  Compact  and  this  Appendix  E, the  Tribe  agrees  to begin
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accruing  funds  at the new  rates  upon  the  effective  date  of  this  Appendix  and  make

payments  as specified  below.

7.1  Section  14.6.1  of  Appendix  X2,  is amended  to read  as follows:

Except  in Sections  14.2  and 14.4,  as used  in Section  14,  the  term  "net  win"  shall

mean  the  total  amount  of  Tribal  Lottery  System  revenue  after  prizes  or  winnings

have  been  paid  out  (i.e.,  the  difference  between  the  amount  wagered  or  played  and

the amounts  paid  to winners)  as reported  as gaming  revenue  on the annual  audited

financial  statements  in accordance  with  Generally  Accepted  Accounting

Principles  (GAAP)  less any  cost  of  dcvcloping,  liccnsing,  or othcrsvisc  obtaining

thc  usc of  thc  Tribal  Lottcry  System.  In Sections  14.2  and 14.4,  the  term  "net

win"  shall  mean  the  total  amount  of  gaming  revenue  from  Class  III  Gaming

Stations  and  Tribal  Lottery  Systems  after  prizes  or  winnings  have  been  paid  out

(i.e.,  the difference  between  the  amount  wagered  or played  and  the  amounts  paid

to winners)  as reported  as gaming  revenue  on the annual  audited  financial

statements  in accordance  with  Generally  Accepted  Accounting  Principles

 lcss any  cost  of  dcvcloping,  liccnsing,  or othcrsvisc  obtaining  thc  uac of

the Class  III  games;

7.2 Section  14.4  of  Appendix  X2,  as previously  amended,  is amended  to read  as

follows:

Problem  Gambling.  Thirtcen  onc hundrcdths  of  onc  pcrccnt  (0.139/o)  Two  tenths

of  one percent  (0.2%)  of  the  net  win  derived  from  all  Class  III  gaming  activities,

determined  on an annual  basis,  shall  be dedicated  to problem  gambling  education,

awareness,  and  treatment  for  all  citizens  in the State  of  Washington.  Contributions

shall  be made  to governmental  or  charitable  and/or  non-profit  organizations,

which  may  include  thc  Department  of  Social  and  Health  Services'  Division  of

,'ilcohol  and  Substancc,'ibusc  (DSHS/DASA)  Health  Care  Authority's  Division

of  Behavioral  Health  and  Recovery  or successor  agency,  with  expertise  in

providing  counseling,  intervention,  treatment,  research,  or other  services  for

problem  gambling.  The   0.2  percent  of  net  win  shall  be paid  annually,

commencing  with  the  conclusion  of  the  Tribe's  first  full  fiscal  year  following  the

date  upon  which  this  Appendix  becomes  effective,  and  shall  be paid  annually

within  one year  of  the  close  of  the  Tribe's  fiscal  year.  Once  the  Tribe  conveys  any

funds  under  this  paragraph  to recipient,  the  Tribe's  obligations  regarding  such

funds  shall  be considered  fully  discharged,  and  the  Tribe  shall  not  bear  any  further

obligations  for  the  appropriate  disbursal  or  use of  those  funds  by  the  recipient,

unless  the  recipient  is a program  of  the  Tribe.

7.3  Section  14.2  of  Appendix  X2  is amended  to read  as follows:

Charitable  Donations.  One-half  of  one  percent  (0.5%)  of  the  Net  Win  derived

from  Tribal  Lottcry  Syatcm  all  Gaming  Stations  and  Tribal  Lottery  Systems

activities,  determined  on an annual  basis  using  the  Tribe's  fiscal  year,  shall  be
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donated  to non-tribal  bona  fide  non-profit  and charitable  organization  

with  the Secretary  of  State  to provide  services  in ef  the State  of  Washington.

7.4  Compact  Section  XIV.C.1  is amended  to read  as follows:

1. The  Tribe  recognizes  that  activities  directly  and indirectly  associated  with  the

operation  of  the  Gaming  Facility  on Suquamish  Indian  Lands  may  affect

surrounding  local  law  enforcement  agencies,  emergency  services  and  other

agencies.  The  Tribe  hereby  agrees  to establish  a fund  for  purposes  of  providing

assistance  to local  agencies  affected  by  the Class  III  Gaming  Operation  based  on

documented  costs.  The  Tribe  shall  withhold  and  disburse  a maximum  of  1.75%

2-fflA  of  the  Net  Win  from  the Class  III  Gaming  Operation  excluding  satellite

wagering  activities,  for  this  fund  ("Impact  Mitigation  Funds").  No  funds  shall  be

disbursed  from  the Impact  Mitigation  Fund  until  Memoranda  of  Understanding

("MOU")  are adopted,  as provided  in Section  XIV.C.2  of  this  Compact,

stipulating  appropriate  relationships  between  the  Tribe  and  agencies  receiving

funds.  A  committee  (majority  rule)  consisting  of  three  representatives  of  the

Suquamish  Tribal  Council;  the Suquamish  Tribal  Police  Chief,  the  Kitsap  County

Sheriff',  an elected  representative  from  the City  of  Bainbridge  Island;  an elected

representative  from  the  City  of  Poulsbo;  a representative  of  the  State  Gaming

Agency;  and  a member  at large  to be chosen  by  the  committee,  shall  be

established.  The  makeup  of  this  committee  may  be altered  by  mutual  agreement

of  the  Tribal  and  State  Gaming  Agencies,  if  necessary.  The  committee  shall

initially  establish  set factors  to be used  to determine  negative  impacts,  if  any,  to

Kitsap  County  and  the  neighboring  cities  of  Poulsbo  and  Bainbridge  Island.  The

committee  shall  meet  at least  annually  to discuss  the  following:  l)  impacts  within

the county,  neighboring  cities,  and  on the  Reservation;  2) services  provided  by

Tribal  and  other  agencies;  and  3) the  distribution  of  the  Impact  Mitigation  Fund.

No  Class  Il  gaming  revenues,  satellite  wagering  revenues,  or  non-gaming

revenues  such  as, but  not  limited  to food,  beverage,  wholesale  or  retail  sales,  shall

be included  within  the 1.75%  2-fflA  budgeted  or disbursed  as set forth  in this

Section  XIV.C.

7.5  Compact  Appendix  X2,  Section  14.1 is amended  to read  as follows:

14.  l Impact  Costs.  Up  to  six  tenths  of  one  percent    of  the

net  win  derived  from  Tribal  Lottery  System  activities,  determined  on an annual

basis  using  the  Tribe's  fiscal  year,  shall  be added  to any  amounts  payable  and

distributable  from  other  Class  III  activities  under  the  Compact  in order  to meet

community  impacts,  to the  extent  such  Compact  amounts  are insufficient  to meet

actual  and  demonstrated  impact  costs.

Responsible  Gambling

The  Tribe  and  State  Gaming  Agency  recognize  the  importance  of  responsible  gambling

as part  of  the  shared  responsibility  to protect  the  health,  welfare,  and safety  of  the  citizens

of  the  Tribe  and  of  the  State.  As  part  of  that  responsibility,  the  Tribe  agrees  to:
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8.1 Provide  complimentary,  on-site  space  for  responsible  gambling  resources  and

information;

8.2  Within  five  (5)  years,  or as soon  as feasible  thereafter,  investigate  and,  at the

Tribe's  discretion,  either  develop  a new  or implement  an existing  interactive

responsible  gambling  application  or program  for  players;  and

Moratorium

The  Tribe  agrees  to seek  no additional  amendments  to this  Appendix  with  respect  to the

subject  matter  of  increased  wagers  and  per  facility  limits  prior  to May  1, 2022,  or  6

months  after  the  Problem  Gambling  Legislative  Task  Force  Final  Report  is finalized,

whichever  is later,  ("Moratorium")  except  in the  following  circumstances,  which

circumstances  may  also  constitute  a basis  for  the  Tribe  to seek  such  an amendment  after

the  expiration  of  the  Moratorium:

9.1  Federal  or State  law,  whether  by  statute,  rule,  regulation  or other  action  that

impacts  Washington  State  or the  Tribe,  is amended  to increase  any  limitations

above  those  included  in this  Appendix;

9.2  A  State  or Federal  Court  within  the  State  of  Washington  or a Federal  Court

interpreting  the  laws  of  the State  of  Washington  issues  a final  and  unappealable

decision  permitting  increased  limitations  above  those  included  in this  Appendix;

or

9.3  Any  other  tribe  located  in the State  of  Washington,  through  a Compact

amendment  approved  (or  deemed  approved)  by  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior,

obtains  materially  different  concessions,  limitations,  and  agreements  than  those

outlined  in  this  Appendix.  The  State  and  Tribe  agree  to incorporate  into  this

Compact  all  provisions  of  the other  tribe's  amendment  and  such  agreement  will

be documented  in a Memorandum  of  Incorporation.
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